
WEKA TRAVEL
info@wekatravel.com

ITALY 10 DAYS- Tastes of Italy

Discover

CROATIA 11 DAYS -  Islands & Mountains

Relax

SPAIN 11 DAYS -  Best of Spain

Explore

LIMITED
12people

LIMITED
12people

LIMITED
12people

smallgrouptours
HOSTED by Megan Singleton

2020
LIMITED

12people
per tour

3 AMAZING  SEPARATELY  SOLD  TOURS 

unique tailor made 
JOURNEYS 

designed for you

€3,695 euro pp 

t&c apply

€3,995 euro pp 

t&c apply

€4,315 euro pp 

t&c apply

JOIN ONE
...or more

Explore the local life

Wine tasting

Local cuisine

Private guided sightseeing

Experiences by locals for you

Private luxury transfers

Cooking lessons with local chefs

Luxury Small ship Cruise

Free time

VIP skip line entrances

Boutique & central Hotels

Like-minded travellers

Discover & be a part of 
the local way of life !

CUSTOMISE YOUR TRAVEL
PRE- BETWEEN-POST TOUR

•	 Flights
•	 Accommodation
•	 Cruise
•	 Tailor-made holidays
•	 Transportation & more

Advice & help for all your needs with Weka 
local knowledge & expertise 
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ITINERARY 

Megan Singleton ITALY MAY 2020 

ITALY the Food, Wine and Italian life 

Sunday 10th May 2020:  MEETING DAY    Rome – Frascati 

• Arrival Day to Rome – Frascati 

• Transfer from Rome Airport or City to Frascati 

• Check in to Hotel in Frascati  

• Welcome Drinks & Dinner 

• Hotel in FRASCATI, Rome     (D) 

FRASCATI is Rome’s best kept secret that gives you the perfect location to enjoy panoramic views out over all 
Rome, the Mediterranean sea as well as great access daily into the centre of Rome to enjoy the sights, sounds 
and life of Rome. Frascati is the centre of Rome’s wine and cuisine and is the heart of the Castelli Romani area 
that since ancient Roman times, Emperors & Popes have been coming here to enjoy the local life away from the 
crowds and tourists as well as the best food and wine.  

Frascati is the perfect location to enjoy not only Rome but also the real Italian local life, food and wine. 

 

 

 

Monday 11th May 2020        Rome – Frascati 

• Breakfast  

• Taking the local train on a short 25min journey down the vineyard hills, past the ancient Aqueducts we 
head into Rome for the day for our Private Guided tour Rome. 

• Colosseum, Ancient Rome and Underground ancient Rome. 

• Lunch included exploring the cuisine of Trastevere. 

• City of Rome exploring the Pantheon, Trevi Fountain, Spanish steps and more 

• Skip the line tickets throughout and plenty of time to shop, relax and free time before we return to 
Frascati on the train. 

• Hotel in FRASCATI         B,L,D) 
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Tuesday 12th May 2020:    Rome – Frascati – Castelli Romani 

• Breakfast  

• Today, we have a local Chef take us through the markets of Frascati before our cooking lessons in 
Roman Cuisine to create our very own made lunch including wines all from the local region.  

• Afternoon, we head into the lakes and villages of Castelli Romani to explore the local life of Castel 
Gandolfo (the summer residence villa and town of the Pope, Lake Nemi known for the strawberries that 
grow all year. Plenty of time to wander and explore the local life. 

• Dinner & local Wines are served at a local restaurant of Ariccia known for slow roasted pork. 

• Hotel in FRASCATI        (B,LW, DW) 

Wednesday 13th May 2020:     Vatican – Rome - Frascati 

• Breakfast  

• Heading into Rome, those that wish to have a private Guided tour with skip line tickets to Vatican 
Museum, Sistine Chapel and St Peters Basilica. 

• Afterwards is free time  

• Dinner is not included tonight, but in Frascati, those that want to join, will get a chance to explore a local 
typical dining experience that is unique to just this town.   

• Hotel in FRASCATI          (B) 

Thursday 14th May 2020:    Civita di bagnoregio -Orvieto - Tuscany 

• Breakfast  
• Departing Rome and Frascati, we head into the Umbrian countryside exploring the amazing town of 

Civita di Bagnoregio perched majestically in a valley approachable only by footpath. After time exploring 
the village, we then head onto Orvieto another stunning town where most tourists don’t venture and you 
get to explore the Cathedral, underground ancient Caves and the local shops, markets and life. 

• Lunch is not included, but here is another chance to experience real Italian local cuisine  
• Travelling on we reach our hotel in a Tuscany village. 

• Explore the Village and find lots of restaurant and options for your evening meal. 

• Hotel in TUSCANY VILLAGE        (B) 

Friday 15th May 2020:    Montepulciano – Siena - Florence 

• Breakfast  

• After breakfast, we will continue our journey through Tuscany exploring the medieval and wine towns of 
Montepulciano and Siena. Our local guides will take you through a journey of the Life, wine, history and 
sights on these amazing towns that still live their local traditions that date back to the medieval ages. 

• Lunch is at a winery with wine tasting and a lovely Tuscany lunch. 

• HOTEL in FLORENCE          (B,L) 
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Saturday 16th May 2020:             Florence 

• Breakfast  
• This morning we head out with our local guide to explore the sights of Florence including the markets, 

Duomo, Ponte Vecchio, the local best eateries, culture and the highlight of Michelangelo’s David in the 
Accademia.  Skip line tickets included. 

• Afternoon Free time. There is so many great options for restaurants for you to choose   

• Hotel in FLORENCE         (B) 

Sunday 17th May 2020:        Florence - Venice 

• Breakfast before we take the Fast trains from Florence up the heart of Italy to Venice island where you 
will be meet and taken by private watertaxi to your hotel. The Watertaxi from the train station down the 
Grand Canal alone is an experience that most tourists don’t experience and is truly the best way to arrive. 

• After checkin and time to refresh, we head out with our local guide on a walking tour to explore the best 
of Venice away from the crowds. The Local life, people, cuisine & wine as locals do, to the best of the 
sights of Venice including the Rialto, markets, San Marco and skip line tickets into San Marco Basilica. 

• Dinner in a local eatery of Venice 

• Hotel in VENICE           (B, D) 

Monday 18th May 2020:         VENICE 

• Breakfast  
• Morning is free to explore on your own or maybe if you want to explore the Doge’s palace. 
• Afternoon we meet back and take the Waterboats to Murano Island to explore this amazing island build 

around the artesian craft of glassblowing. Experiencing the glassblowing sculpturing is not to be missed 
and from here we head out on the lagoon to the stunning picturesque island of Burano with its brightly 
coloured painted homes and the handmade lacework that makes this island one of the most unique 
islands you can ever experience.  

• With time to explore and shop before we head back to Venice for our  Farewell Banquet night - one to 
remember with the backdrop of Venice and the canals. 

• Gondola evening Ride is included         (B,D) 

Tuesday 19th May 2020:         VENICE 

• Breakfast  
• Morning Checkin out 

• Group Transfers to the Airport or Train station included. 

END OF TOUR 
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INCLUDED IN TOUR 

- Airport Group Transfers on arrival and Departure.  
- Breakfast (B), Lunch (L) and Dinners (D) as listed. 
- Megan Singleton will be your leader throughout the tour & Local Tour director. 
- Private Tour and guide and skip line tickets as listed. 
- 9 Night’s Accommodation 
- Private Foodie and local experiences throughout  
- Private Italian Cooking lessons. Wine tasting and Tuscany Lunch at local winery. 
- Banquet dinner for Farewell evening. 
- Local experiences with Megan throughout the trip. 
- Hotel City taxes. 
- Gratuities not required 
- And Much more as listed in the itinerary. 

PRICE PER PERSON € 3,695 EURO * 

* based on Twin Share  T&C Apply 
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  NEED HELP WITH GETTING TO YOUR NEXT DESTINATION OR STAYING ON? 

- Wish to stay on in Venice, arrive earlier to Rome, or travel onwards to another Destination? Weka 
Travel is able personalise your onwards travel from flights, hotels or any other help you may require post 
tour using all our local knowledge. 

- If you are travelling to meet up with Megan’s next Tour in CROATIA or SPAIN, Weka Travel can also 
make sure that all your arrangements are seamless. 

 

TRAVEL INSURANCE is required for every traveller and valid Passport and Visas  
so please contact Weka for advice and help. 

 

 

 

 

BOOK NOW to SECURE YOUR PLACE AS LIMTED TO 12 PEOPLE PER TOUR 

BOOK 

NOW to  

SECURE 
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ITINERARY 

Megan Singleton CROATIA 2020 

CROATIA CRUISE & LAND: SPLIT TO DUBROVNIK ISLAND EXPLORING 

Thursday 21st May 2020:  MEETING DAY     Dubrovnik 

• Arrival Day to Dubrovnik 

• Transfer from Dubrovnik Airport to Hotel included. 

• Check in to Hotel in Dubrovnik 

• Welcome Drinks & Dinner 

• Hotel in Dubrovnik 1 night      (D) 

Friday 22nd May 2020:     Dubrovnik – Mostar - Dubrovnik 

• Breakfast  

• Today we take a day tour with our private guide and bus to the 
Mostar is Bosnia and Herzegovina’s most beautiful city with the  
stunning hand build bridge called Stari Most that forms a majestic 
stone arc between medieval towers and over the river in the ravine below. 

• Here you have a chance to explore the markets, millhouse restaurants, and explore the old town. 
• Heading back to Dubrovnik we will stop at the Kravica Waterfalls that cascade on the Trebizat river. 
• Arriving back to Dubrovnik, with time to rest  

• Hotel in Dubrovnik 2nd night     (B) 

Saturday 23rd May 2020: DELUXE Small ship CRUISE   Dubrovnik 

• Breakfast  

• Transfer to Cruise Ship – Luxury Mini Cruise. This Deluxe Cruise ship  
with max capacity of 38passengers is perfect for relaxing cruising  
the islands of Croatia. 

• After settling, transfer to city gates for a guided tour of the city. The special charm of this ancient town 
are the buildings that have remained from the time of the old Dubrovnik Republic. A larger part of the 
monuments belonging to the modest Renaissance architecture with some traces of the Gothic style. Take 
the cable car from the Old Town to Srđ mountain to enjoy scenic views of the Walls and Elaphiti Islands. 
After the tour, return transfer to the ship for a welcome meet & greet cocktail reception on board. 
Overnight in Dubrovnik.  

• OVERNIGHT Cruise Ship       (B,D) 
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Sunday 24th May 2020:  CRUISE  DUBROVNIK - SLANO / STON 

• Breakfast  

• Departure to a small village called Slano on the mainland. Enjoy the magic scenery as the ship cruises 
around Dubrovnik city walls before continuing to one of the Elaphiti islands for a swim stop. Afternoon 
arrival in Slano, a peaceful fishermen's village and our starting point to Ston, once fortified small village 
famous for its oysters. After exploring the town’s medieval ramparts we leave to small nearby village to 
learn more about oysters and tasting this delicious treat. Return transfer to ship,  

• Captain`s dinner on board and overnight.  

• Overnight in Trogir.     (B,LT, CD) 

Monday 25th May 2020: CRUISE    SLANO - MLJET  

• Breakfast 

• Next morning we head further north to the Island of Mljet. The legend says Greek hero Odysseus spent 
years on this island when he was captured by the nymph Calypso. Join the cruise manager for a stroll to 
the famous salt lakes in the Mljet National Park and enjoy the boat ride to the St Mary Isle to visit an 
ancient Benedictine monastery, an old abbey and a Church dating back to the 12th Century. 
Alternatively, you can rent kayaks, bicycles, scooters or convertible cars to roam around the National 
Park or island on your own, but beware of the nymphs.  

• Time at leisure for dinner and overnight in port Polača or Pomena  

• Overnight in Hvar.         (B, L, D) 

Tuesday 26th May 2020: CRUISE           MLJET - KORCULA 

• Breakfast  
• Early morning departure towards the Korčula island best known as the birthplace of Marco Polo. Stop for 

lunch in one of the secluded bays en route. Afternoon arrival in Korčula followed by a guided walking 
tour of this enchanting town surrounded by walls and one of the best preserved medieval cities in the 
Mediterranean. Fish bone street pattern was used in Korcula Old Town design to reduce effects of wind 
and sun and provide citizens with sheltered and comfortable accommodation. Korčula has an abundant 
choice of restaurants to enjoy a gourmet experience and numerous bars and clubs for those looking for 
evening entertainment.  

• Optional excursion to small village near Korčula for typical Dalmatian dinner and to learn about the 
history and traditional way of living.  

• Overnight in Korčula.         (B, L) 
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Wednesday 27th May 2020:  CRUISE           Korcula - VIS 

• Breakfast  
• Continue to the island of Vis, once a strategic naval Yugoslav base and closed to the public. Due to this 

isolation, Vis has a special charm – “the Mediterranean as it once was” making it fascinating to visit. Vis 
town, situated on the northern side of the island, has developed near the remains of the ancient Issa, first 
urban center in Croatia. Try some exquisite wine sorts in one of the Vis traditional wineries. If interested, 
visit the remains of the Roman thermal place, City museum or simply take a walk enjoying the views of 
the beautiful Villae Rusticae situated along the waterfront.  

• Overnight in the port of Vis.         (B, L,T) 

 

Thursday 28th May 2020:  CRUISE  VIS - BIŠEVO (Blue Cave) / HVAR 

• Breakfast  
• Early in the morning cruise towards small island Biševo to visit the Blue cave, a magnificent natural 

phenomenon (entrances to be paid on the spot – approx. 7 EUR). As sometimes weather conditions can 
be very unpredictable, the possibility of our visit will depend on those conditions, however you will be 
notified of this on time. Continue towards the jet-set island Hvar with a swim stop and lunch on board at 
the Pakleni Islands.  Hvar, the longest and sunniest island in the Adriatic is known for lavish lavender 
fields and breathtaking beauty. Afternoon arrival followed by a short presentation of lavender products 
and a tour of the town - the Renaissance cathedral with its original tower, and the oldest community 
theatre in Europe founded in 1612. Hike up to the town fort overlooking the harbour to get some lovely 
scenic views of your ship and the Pakleni islands.  

• In the evening Hvar offers an abundance of entertainment - numerous restaurants, bars and cafes are 
open long into the night.  

• Overnight in the port.          (B, L) 

Friday 29th May 2020:   CRUISE    HVAR - (BOL) SPLIT 

• Breakfast  
• Morning departure to Brač island where swimming is planned at the most famous beach in Dalmatia – 

Zlatni Rat near Bol – whose gravel promontory shifts from side to side as the wind and waves constantly 
change in shape. Bol is a typical fishermen’s village converted into a popular tourist destination. Continue 
to Split to enjoy a guided tour of the city upon arrival, a historical town under UNESCO protection and as 
it is a part of the world heritage. One will find an abundance of Roman architecture – of special interest is 
the magnificent Diocletian palace, once inhabited by the Roman emperor. 

• After the tour of Split, return to the ship. 

• overnight in Split.       (B, L) 
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Saturday 30th May 2020:  END OF CRUISE    SPLIT 

• Breakfast  
• Disembark from Cruise Ship 
• From here we are back to our own small group and transfer to our Hotel in SPLIT before our private tour 

to the spectacular Krka Waterfalls national park. Afterwards we return to Split. 
• For the rest of the day you have time to explore the shops, markets within the old town which his part of 

the Palace of the Roman Emperor Diocletian or explore the park, beaches or local life. 

• Tonight we have our Farewell Banquet      (B, D) 

 

Sunday 31st May 2020:  Departure day     SPLIT  

• Breakfast     (B) 

• Check out 

• Transfer to SPLIT Airport for those who require. 

END OF TOUR 
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INCLUDED IN TOUR 

- Airport Group Transfers on arrival and Departure.  
- Breakfast (B), Lunch (L) and Dinners (D) , Tasting (T), Captains Dinner (CD) as listed. 
- Cruise Ship 

o 7 night cruise  
o Welcome reception & cocktail 
o Daily buffet breakfast 
o Olive oil and wine tasting on board 
o 9 meals - 3 course lunch as specified in the itinerary, A drink with lunch and unlimited 

water from water dispenser. Coffee and tea all day 
o Captain's dinner with live entertainment in Slano 
o Additional dinner on Mljet 
o Spectacular cruise along the old town city walls of Dubrovnik 
o Croatian wine tasting in Vis 
o Half day excursion of Ston with Oyster farm visit and tasting including entrance to the 
o walls of Ston and Ston saltworks 
o Abundant fresh fruit 
o Professional Tour manager 
o Guided walking tours of towns: Dubrovnik, Hvar, Korčula, Split 
o Return bus transfer from Dubrovnik port to Old town Dubrovnik for sightseeing 
o Dubrovnik cable car fee 
o Mljet National Park entrance fee 
o Visitors' taxes & port fees, Luggage handling 
o Daily cabin service 
o Complimentary wi-fi onboard  
o TWIN/Double Cabin lower deck. (upgrades available) A/C cabin with ensuite bathroom.  
o Upgrade Cabins available  
o ADDITIONAL LOCAL experiences for our group only with Megan Singleton.  

- Megan Group tour 
o Megan Singleton will be your leader throughout the tour. 
o Private Tour and guide to Mostar, Bosnia and Herzegovina’s 
o Private tour to spectacular Krka Waterfalls national park 
o 1 Night Hotel Accommodation in Split. 
o 1 Night Hotel Accommodation in Dubrovnik 
o Banquet Farewell Dinner , Welcome dinner and Breakfasts. 
o Local experiences with Megan throughout the trip. 
o Hotel City taxes. 
o Gratuities not required 

- And Much more as listed in the itinerary. 
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PRICE PER PERSON € 3,995 EURO * 

* based on Twin Share.  T&C Apply 

Note that subject to availability, the route & itinerary might have to change from SPLIT to 
Dubrovnik.  

This will be confirmed before any deposits have been received.  

  NEED HELP WITH GETTING TO YOUR NEXT DESTINATION OR STAYING ON? 

- Wish to stay on in Split, Arrive Earlier to Dubrovnik or travel onwards to another Destination? Weka 
Travel is able personalise your onwards travel from Flights, hotels or any other help you may require post 
tour using all our local knowledge. 

- If you are travelling to meet up with Megan’s next Tour in Spain, Weka Travel can also make sure that all 
your arrangements are seamless. 

- Flights from your home country to Croatia, onwards to other destinations and return are all possible 
with Weka Travel to make sure you are connected best to this tour and any other destination you 
require. 

 

TRAVEL INSURANCE is required for every traveller and valid Passport and Visas  
so please contact Weka for advice and help. 

 

 
 

 
BOOK NOW to SECURE YOUR PLACE AS LIMTED TO 12 PEOPLE PER TOUR 

BOOK 

NOW to  

SECURE 
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ITINERARY 

Megan Singleton SPAIN MAY 2020 

SPAIN – the Southern Explore 

Tuesday 2nd June 2020:  MEETING DAY    Barcelona 

• Arrival Day to Barcelona  

• Transfer from Barcelona Airport to hotel to Group hotel. 

• Check in to Hotel in Barcelona  

• Welcome Drinks & Dinner 

• Hotel in BARCELONA     (D) 

Wednesday 3rd June 2020       Barcelona 

• Breakfast  

• This morning our local guide takes us to explore the local markets, tastes of Barcelona and the best of 
Spanish tapas. Along the way, we explore districts including La Ramblas & Gothic districts. 

• In the afternoon, we explore some of the amazing Gaudi sights including the Sagrada Familia Cathedral 
and more, including Skip the line tickets. 

• Free time in the afternoon and evening there is plenty of local restaurants for you to choose from or take 
in an evening Flamenco show with dinner. 

• Hotel in BARCELONA         (B,L) 

Friday 4th June 2020:      Barcelona - Granada 

• Breakfast  

• Today, we take a short flight to Granada which offers us a chance cover the large distance and get to 
Granada in good time so we can enjoy more time in this amazing city. 

• Transfers to our hotel with time to rest 

• Granada at the foot of the Sierra Nevada is most renown has passed through many hands from ancient 
Rome, Visigothics to the Moors before falling to the Spanish Roman Catholic Monarchs in the 15th 
Century. It is a melting pot of cultures and the culture, cuisine, architecture and people which make this a 
must see. 

• Our Local guide will take us on an orientation walking tour through the markets, the main sights including 
the Cathedral, the Royal Chapel and through the cobble streets. 

• Dinner is included at a local Tapas eatery (with Pintxos)  

• Hotel in GRANADA        (B,D) 
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Saturday 5th June 2020:        

 Granada 

• Breakfast  

• Today we explore a walking tour and entrance to the stunning Alhambra which is Granada’s love letter to 
Moorish culture. With the backdrop of the Sierra Nevada peaks, this fortified palace was once a walled 
citadel before a palace and is one of the world’s finest Islamic buildings and the gorgeous gardens and 
views out over the city. 

• Lunch time offers you plenty of choices throughout the local district and time also to shop. 

• Dinner is included with a Flamenco show as it is here that that the true Flamenco “language of Dance” is 
at its best.  

• Hotel in GRANADA          (B) 

Sunday 6th June 2020:       Granada to Cordoba 

• Breakfast before departing Granada we head by private bus across country to Cordoba, where with our 
walking tour guide, we explore the stunning city also once Roman, the Moorish Capital before finally 
conquered by the Christians in the 13th Century.  The Great Mosque was built in its finest hour under the 
Moors and dates to the 10th Century but is also unique as was then converted to a Catholic church. The 
amazing experience of walking through a Mosque before you come across the catholic Chapel in the 
Centre.  

• Cordoba also has amazing cuisine and markets for you to enjoy. 

• Hotel in CORDOBA        (B) 

Monday 7th June 2020:        Cordoba 

• After breakfast, there is time to explore more of this amazing city, from the markets, lunch in the local 
eateries or shopping and sightseeing. 

• After lunch time we take a visit to the Alcazar de los Reyes cristianos, which is a stunning fortified palace 
built over the remains of a Moorish predecessor. It is here that the catholic monarchs Fernando and 
Isabel met with Columbus in 1486 and the terrace gardens, fountains and palace rooms. There are also 
remarkable Roman mosaics. 

• HOTEL in CORDOBA          (B) 

Tuesday 8th June 2020:             RONDA 

• Breakfast  
• This morning we head out by private bus through the countryside to the town of RONDA which is 

charming beyond belief and famous for its dramatic escarpments and views and the deep gorge that cuts 
through the centre of the town.  
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• Here our guide takes us on a walking tour of Ronda to explore the old bridge and panoramic views, the 
cobbled back streets with little walkways and views before we also explore the famous bullring of 
Rhonda.  

• After our lunch break, we visit a local Winery for wine tasting before we settle in our hotel for the 
evening. 

• Hotel in RONDA         (B,WT) 

Wednesday 9th June 2020:      Ronda – Grazalema - Seville 

• Breakfast before we set off towards Seville with the stunning scenery of the National Park of la Sierra de 
Grazalema. Stopping at the village of Grazalema nestled in the valley beneath the dramatic mountains 
gives us a chance to enjoy time to explore the locals and enjoy a lunch. 

• Arriving in Seville we have time to settle into our hotel before we enjoy dinner together which  is a 
foodie walking tour exploring the unique local tapas and local cuisine as we explore the evening 
sights 

• Hotel in SEVILLE           (B, D) 

Thursday 10th June 2020:         Seville 

• Breakfast  

• Morning walking tour through the heart of Seville exploring the Cathedral (largest Gothic temple in the 
world and the remains of Christopher Columbus) , orientation of the city, the Real Alaczar Palace all of 
which bring together Islamic , Mudejar, Gothic, Renaissance and Baroque styles.  

• Afternoon and Dinner is free time        (B) 

Friday 11th June 2020:         Seville 

• Breakfast  
• The Plaza de Espania is the centre of our walking tour this morning which is a spectacle of light, and 

majesty. Situated in one of Seville’s largest parks, this is an architectural masterpiece. Along the way, we 
also explore the sights of Seville. 

• Lunch and Afternoon free time. 

• Banquet Farewell dinner together in typical local restaurant.    (B, D) 

Saturday 12th June 2020:         End of Tour 

• Breakfast & Checkout.         (B) 

• Group transfer to the Airport or train station. 

END OF TOUR 
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INCLUDED IN TOUR 

- Airport Group Transfers on arrival and Departure.  
- Breakfast (B), Lunch (L) and Dinners (D) as listed. 
- Megan Singleton will be your leader throughout the tour. 
- Local Tour director. 
- Private Tour and guide and skip line tickets as listed. 
- 10 Night’s Accommodation 
- Private Foodie and local experiences throughout  
- Wine tasting at local winery, Banquet dinner for Farewell evening. 
- Local experiences with Megan throughout the trip. 
- Hotel City taxes. 
- Gratuities not required 
- And Much more as listed in the itinerary. 

PRICE PER PERSON € 4,315 EURO * 

* based on Twin Share. T&C Apply 
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  NEED HELP WITH GETTING TO YOUR NEXT DESTINATION OR STAYING ON? 

- No matter if you wish to stay on in SEVILLE or travel onwards to another Destination, Weka Travel is 
able personalise your onwards travel from Flights, hotels or any other help you may require post tour 
using all our local knowledge. We can even create a complete new tailor-made holiday just for you. 

- Flights from your home country to SPAIN, onwards to other destinations and return are all possible with 
Weka Travel to make sure you are connected best to this tour and any other destination you require. 

 

TRAVEL INSURANCE is required for every traveller and valid Passport and Visas  
so please contact Weka for advice and help. 

 

 

 

 

BOOK NOW to SECURE YOUR PLACE AS LIMTED TO 12 PEOPLE PER TOUR 

BOOK 

NOW to  

SECURE 
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